
O U R  M I S S I O N

W h a t  i s  I N - C L I M A T E ?

P U R P O S E  A N D  F U N C T I O N S

IN-CLIMATE is a growing network of professionals representing the
food supply chain, energy, and natural resources sectors seeking to
build a productive, practical dialog on climate. In this first-of-its-kind
group, members become trusted partners, collaborators, and peer
educators that gather for collaborative discussions, educational
forums, and information sharing that aims to lead to sound, effective
decision-making and balanced climate policy. 

Our members participate in advancing their own, unique version of
the Six Pillars of the Climate Conversation: carbon markets and
carbon sequestration, sustainability and conservation, renewable
energy and smart energy transition, advanced bio and renewable
fuels, green finance and climate-smart funding, and attention to
consumer pressures and public perception. 

Lead: Challenge and encourage our members and their customers and stakeholders to step into sustainability
and the climate conversation in a way that actively represents their goals and supports our agricultural
production systems and all consumers. 

Collaborate: Work across the food supply chain, natural resources, and energy sectors to improve leaders’
awareness and encourage open dialog within the climate conversation.

Inform: Provide resources for climate information, data, and unbiased content on digital platforms.

Explore: Research attitudes and adaptation of climate-related policy and practices through survey collection
and data distribution.

Engage: Communicate with founders and stakeholders in quarterly policy round tables, monthly virtual
meetings, and annual events to discuss climate.
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IN-CLIMATE’s mission is to convene diverse stakeholders across the entire food supply chain in a collaborative
dialog to advance decision-making and balanced climate policies.

IN-CLIMATE’s home base is Indiana yet we are working to engage broad stakeholders and build a borderless network
that represents the global nature of our industries and the climate conversation. 
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Introducing the new membership levels for IN-CLIMATE, the leading organization for sustainability in
Indiana! By joining IN-CLIMATE, you demonstrate your commitment to climate-positive practices in a
way that fits your organization. Our members are essential leaders in the bigger conversation for a
more sustainable future. 

WHO SHOULD JOIN IN-CLIMATE?

As an IN-CLIMATE Founder, individual leaders upgrade their involvement  by joining the Board of
Advisors. Once approved, the Founder participates in board meetings, provides input on strategic
decisions, and guides the direction of the organization along with the IN-CLIMATE CEO and team. 

Stakeholders are engaged in the climate conversation without a multi-year financial or board of
advisors commitment. This level offers big impact at a lower cost that fits many local budgets.
Benefits include discounted tickets to all private events and meetings, your company's logo and link
back to your website, and access to educational resources.

Becoming a Supporter is a non-member contribution, perfect for non-profit organizations,
government agencies, individual citizens, and any group seeking to demonstrate support for IN-
CLIMATE and our work to advance a productive, practical dialog around climate. This contribution
includes a discount code for any ticketed event, a badge to showcase your support, and an annual
State of Climate Economy Report.

Company leaders seeking a substantial impact on sustainability and a desire to turn plans into action
should consider the Investor level. By making a $100,000 or more annual commitment, Investors
have the opportunity to co-brand projects (with Founder approval) and enjoy all the benefits of being a
Founder with the exclusion of a board seat.

Need to create and lead the climate dialog in your state and need support to organize stakeholders
and leaders? Let IN-CLIMATE set up a chapter for you! Our Chapter Charter level is the ultimate choice
for those who want to take the lead in their state and establish their own IN-CLIMATE chapter. With a
commitment of 2 years (pricing depending on the state and level of involvement), you'll have the
opportunity to work with a dedicated program director who will guide you in setting up an IN-CLIMATE
member chapter with our proven system and launching it in your own area. 

Join us at IN-CLIMATE and join the conversation!
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Organizations interested in the climate conversation, yet not desiring in a
Board of Advisors seat 
Program managers and leaders looking for a membership price that fits a local
budget and typically won’t require upper management approval 
Organizations that desire regular information, knowledge, and education on
climate topics
Organizations that want to ensure that the climate conversation in Indiana
represents their company and constituents by leading in the space, even if
behind the scenes
Organizations that want support in organizing their internal team around the
climate dialog and want third party facilitation to do so
Organizations that align with IN-CLIMATE's 6 pillars

Attend all private events and meetings, ex: Founder meetings, Roundtables
Bi-monthly syndicated column package that includes content-heavy articles
and infographics (a $5,000 value) with permissions to use and share with
customers or in newsletters
Annual combined stakeholder-founder meeting
Listing on IN-CLIMATE website that includes logo and link back to website
Use of IN-CLIMATE Stakeholder badge
Option to purchase a half-day facilitated sustainability team planning session 
Access to event tickets at a discount (in-state only)
Indiana State of Climate Economy Report contributor

This Membership Level Fits For:

Benefits:

S T A K E H O L D E R

U P D A T E D  M E M B E R S H I P
L E V E L SI N - C L I M A T E  

$5,000 per year
for two years 
OR $9,500
(10% discount)
paid upfront.
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Pre-interviews with key team members (up to five included) 
Blind climate attitudes and knowledge gap survey conducted within team
Aggregated results presented during session
Half-day strategy session held in the Indianapolis area
Post-session recommendations and follow up actions prepared with post debrief call 
 for leaders
Can be hosted at your location or as an off site; catering and venue rental and planning not
included

Complimentary for Founders one time per year
Fifty percent off for Stakeholders (cost of $5,000)

What’s Included?

Details

Navigating today’s emerging pressures from investors, customers, and stakeholders
means developing a strategy to address climate-related topics at a high level is now not
an option. Yet, if you’re like many IN-CLIMATE members, you still need to build
consensus internally. With this benefit, we gather your team, leadership committee, or
board to discuss climate  and sustainability-related topics to begin determining your
internal and forward-facing positions on climate, carbon markets, topics such as Scope
1, 2, and 3, ESG, green finance, and more. This half day facilitated retreat includes pre-
and post-interviews, blind team surveys with results presented in aggregate, and the
strategic planning session.

Concerned that your team is not on the same page about climate-related topics relevant
to your business and customers? Is that preventing you from moving forward with
programs, products, and even publicly discussing your position? Need help better
understanding  definitions around topics like ESG? This benefit will get your team in the
climate conversations!
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The badge indicates your company's commitment to sustainability
and displays your member level within IN-CLIMATE. Displaying the
badge on your website shows that your company is working with
us to advance sustainable practices and is part of the climate
conversation. 
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